
FRANCIS BACON ESSAYS OF FRIENDSHIP

The complete text of Essays of Francis Bacon. A principal fruit of friendship, is the ease and discharge of the fulness
and swellings of the heart, which passions .

A man cannot speak to his child except as a father. Either he gave his daughter Julia in marriage to Agrippa or
get him killed. It was well said by Themistocles, to the king of Persia, That speech was like cloth of Arras,
opened and put abroad; whereby the imagery doth appear in figure; whereas in thoughts they lie but as in
packs. These individuals merely add grace and give company like a friend. But the Roman name attaineth the
true use and cause thereof, naming them participes curarum; for it is that which tieth the knot. In such situation
a friend is the perfect partner who can keep things to ground in both situations. It is a strange thing to observe,
how high a rate great kings and monarchs do set upon this fruit of friendship, whereof we speak: so great, as
they purchase it, many times, at the hazard of their own safety and greatness. But the man himself is the
biggest flatterer of self, and the best remedy for this flattery is the freedom of a friend to give unbiased advice.
Heraclitus once said dry light is the best and certainly the clarity that one receives by counsel of another is
unbiased and pure. They had kingdoms, wife, son, nephews to keep them busy and give them company but
still they were bought down by some common men they had chosen themselves to be friends with. Francis
bacon did not forget to point out other aspect of the situation. Heraclitus saith well in one of his enigmas, Dry
light is ever the best. Such promoted friends are acknowledged not only by the ruler but by everyone in the
court. James saith, they are as men that look sometimes into a glass, and presently forget their own shape and
favor. It is easier to connect with people in small cities. For when Caesar would have discharged the senate, in
regard of some ill presages, and specially a dream of Calpurnia; this man lifted him gently by the arm out of
his chair, telling him he hoped he would not dismiss the senate, till his wife had dreamt a better dream.
Tiberius in a letter to him saith, Haec pro amicitia nostra non occultavi; and the whole senate dedicated an
altar to Friendship, as to a goddess, in respect of the great dearness of friendship, between them two. The
Second Fruit of Friendship: As the first fruit is for the affections, the second fruit is for understanding of
things under different perspectives. A friend may be a good mediator or a go-between. Your own thoughts are
necessarily colored by your feelings. In a letter to Senate Once Septimius declared his love by writing that he
wishes Plautianus to outlive him. A friend works as cure for any deadly disease of heart. In other words,
Bacon here speaks of the therapeutic use of friendship though which one can lighten the heart by revealing the
pent-up feelings and emotions: sorrows, joys, fears, hopes, suspicions, advice and the like. Brutus had
profound influence over Caesar. Our inherent biases can create complexities that can be eased by wise friends.
Similarly, thoughts, when not opened up for propagation, remain locked in the mind of the thinker.


